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Everything is beautiful

Physical theater with masks

The alarm clock rings. Press the snooze button and continue to sleep. The alarm clock rings 
again. First coffee. Then a look into the mirror: One should eat less chocolate and stop smoking. 
And then the question: What exactly is wrong with me? And anyway: Where are the bloody keys?!

Everything is beautiful is the story of a young woman, who at frst sight seems to live a satisfed 
and well-ordered life. But one day she's not able to leave her house to go to work as usual. Seven 
strange fgures - sloth, pride, envy, wrath, greed, gluttony and lust - starts to appear in the mirror, 
under the table, in the cupboard, in the bathtub... everywhere! And they all have something to say. 
In the end the question remains: What is really important in life?

The show is based on research about the seven deadly sins. The starting-point of the devising 
process was the creation of seven masks and seven music pieces. The frst question we came up 
with was: what would each sin say in front of the Supreme Court trying to defend itself?

Taken out of the religious context, where the deadly sins conserve a completely negative 
connotation, they can be rediscovered as archetypes of vital energy able to help us to live life to 
the full.

Everything is beautiful is an insight into the intimacy of an every day life crisis; a glimpse at the 
hidden monsters in the mirror, into the cupboard, under the table and in the end... a hymn to life.
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